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Neurons create 

sets of links 

when you learn 

something. 



Connections 

strengthen 

with practice



These are like 

sets of links



What is the most powerful technique to 
help you learn most efficiently?

•Reread 

•Highlight or underline

•Retrieval practice (“recall”)

•Create a concept map



Retrieval Practice



Retrieval Practice
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday



It takes time

Weight lifter Sultan Rakhmanov, RIA Novosti 



Working memory Long-term memory



Working memory Long-term memory











• Heavy cognitive load

• No working memory 

is available for 

anything else



• Light cognitive load!

• Working memory is available 

for more complex thinking







Working memory capacities vary



What about growth mindset?



Working memory capacity
(pieces of information)

Changes in working memory capacity with age

4 years 11 years 15 years
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More practice



Expertise reversal effect

The more knowledgeable a student is about a topic, 
the less guidance they need. Too much guidance in 
these situations can impede learning.

• Kalyuga, S., & Renkl, A. (2010). Expertise reversal effect and its 
instructional implications, Instructional Science, 38(3), 209-215. 
doi:10.1007/s11251-009-9102-0

• Chen, O., Kalyuga, S., & Sweller, J. (2017). The expertise reversal 
effect is a variant of the more general element interactivity effect. 
Educational Psychology Review, 29(2), 393-405.



To find all references for this presentation:

https://barbaraoakley.com/
presentation-and-
references/
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DECLARATIVE

PROCEDURAL
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BASAL GANGLIA



DECLARATIVE PROCEDURAL

• You’re mostly conscious of it • You’re not conscious of it

• Develops through explicit 
instruction

• Develops through practice

• You can explain it. • You can’t explain it (or not easily)

• Involves sequential tasks. • Involves complex patterns

• Fast to learn, slow to use. • Slow to learn, fast to use

• Flexible • Inflexible



SPACED REPETITION
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DECLARATIVE PROCEDURAL
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EXPLANATION

INTERLEAVING

RETRIEVAL PRACTICE

VARIED PRACTICE   



Blocking versus Interleaving



When you eliminate rote learning

You eliminate the easiest, best way 
the brain has to handle routine 

learning tasks.

Drill to skill!

(“Drill and kill”)
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Long-term 

memory
Declarative Procedural
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Long-term 

memory
Declarative Procedural
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Long-term 

memory
Procedural
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Declarative



Long-term 

memory
Declarative Procedural
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• Learning through one system can 
inhibit learning through the other

• Word-laden math impedes those 
with dyslexia



Nature loves heterogeneity
—Terrence Sejnowski



The Challenges of Collaborative 
and Team Learning



“I go to a school that puts a big emphasis on collaborative 

learning; approximately 80 percent of our work is done in 

teacher-assigned groups of three to five students. This forces 

students who want to complete their assignments into the 

position of having to discipline peers who won’t behave and 

coax reluctant group members into contributing.”  In essence, 

Veronique dreaded school because of teacher’s inability to 

manage students, especially when it came to learning in 

groups.





Nature 566,  (2019): 378-382.



The Biggest Challenge of 
Teamwork

There will always be some team members 
who do not pull their weight





Harvard’s 
“Michael”



Using a Case Study to 
Help Students Learn 
How to Implement 
Boundaries











Early emphasis on 
empathy reaches the 
already-empathic

Can lead toward

• Being bullied
• Taken advantage of
• Codependency



Educators fall into 
two groups:

Understand the world through: 

• Reason

• Experience
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DECLARATIVE
PROCEDURAL

• Reason • Experience
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Hippocampus

Basal ganglia

Value function

Non-conscious
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Non-conscious

Hippocampus

Value function

Conscious



Leo Tolstoy

“…the simplest thing 
cannot be made clear to 
the most intelligent man if 
he is firmly persuaded that 
he knows already, without 
a shadow of doubt, what is 
laid before him.”



Technological progress in one area

can lead to surprising backward 
steps in other areas. 







One of these things is not like the other.  Which one?

https://slimemoldtimemold.com/2022/01/11/reality-is-very-weird-and-you-need-to-be-prepared-for-that/



Is it possible to forget major advances?One of these things is not like the other.  Which one?



Is it possible to forget major advances?

https://idlewords.com/2010/03/scott_and_scurvy.htm

James Lund, ~1747



Robert Falcon Scott and his ill-fated team at 
the South Pole in Antarctica in 1912





Educators understand the world 
through: 

• Reason

• Experience



YOU can help 
re-establish education

•Persistent

•Flexible

Santiago 
Ramón y Cajal
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